Abstract. It is suggested that differentiated embryonic cells have a high specificity of molecular constitution as regards the surface layers surrounding their cellular membranes. Correspondingly, specific interface energies may characterize the early contacts between different cell types. The question is raised whether the morphology of the developing embryo may be understood in terms of cellular arrangements which minimize the total interface energy. Bilateral symmetry prevalent in early embryonic development of higher animals might be understood on the basis of the adoption of such a minimum energy principle if, in addition, one assumes that embryonic development is uniquely determined for a particular species.
Introduction. Embryological development of animals usually provides for bilateral symmetry in regard to those morphological features that are developed during early embryonic life. The question arises as to how it may be possible to arrive at an understanding of this phenomenon of ingrained symmetry and of the exceptions to it on the basis of a few plausible postulates. ' It has been suggested that bilateral symmetry comes about quite naturally since the unfertilized egg is symmetric about a polar axis and since therefore, with the fertilizing sperm entering at some point on the egg's surface, a midplane is defined by this polar axis and that point of entry. Indeed there results a bilaterally symmetric organization of the fertilized egg and it is thus to be expected that subsequent cell divisions and development reflect that early established bilateral symmetry of the fertilized egg. Without disputing the merits of this simple explanation of bilateral symmetry, we notice, however, that it may come somewhat in question when we take the following well-known phenomena into consideration.
The morphological arrangement of different cell types with respect to each other seems to be determined by the biochemical specificity of the surface layers of the cells: There is not only the evidence of the sorting-out of a random mixture of cells or of tissue fragments into groups of similar cells, there is even the evidence of reconstitution of an entire organism such as a sponge after artificial random mixing of its constituent cells.2 There are also similar observations showing reaggregation of an artificially disarrayed set of embryonic cells into a structure resembling the previous embryo, and this in a manner as if the state of differentiation were remembered by the cells. It seems, therefore, that an embryo's structural aspects (which include symmetry) may be a matter of cell specificity rather than merely a consequence of symmetry of the fertilized egg.
In the present note we thus shall attempt to formulate postulates which might explain bilateral symmetry as an intrinsic property of a mixture of differentiated cells, i.e., without recourse to that symmetry in the fertilized egg.
The regular morphogenetic movements of the cells of a developing embryo are determined by the changing status of differentiation of the cells.3 While differentiation proceeds, a previously advantageous special arrangement of cellular types becomes unstable and has to give way to a new arrangement, i.e., morphogenetic movements occur. The issue of embryonic development is, however, complex because the process of differentiation is not simply a matter of the individual cell, it is very much dependent on the surrounding cells and therefore on their morphogenetic movements.4'5 The ensuing coupled problem of interaction both ways-differentiation on morphogenetic movements and vice versa-is too difficult to handle at this time.
We may therefore try to discuss the problem of symmetry in early embryonic development under a greatly simplified hypothesis: to consider cells of a given status of differentiation and study their preferential spacial arrangements, i.e., to discuss this problem on the level of reconstitution (of a tissue, organ, or organism as, e.g., a sponge from disaggregated cells), even though in actuality any arrangement of cells takes some time and along with it a considerable process of differentiation of these cells occurs. 6'7 On the basis of those remarkable phenomena of reaggregation one might try to look at optimal morphogenetic arrangements as being determined by the specificity of interface energies of cellular association. Let us consider what happens before tight junctions and other structuralized intercellular contacts8 get firmly established. It is evidently a simplification to hold the boundary layers9 rather than specialized organelles of the cell surfaces primarily responsible for what cellular contacts will be established after many tentative contacts. Also, whatever media may occupy spaces between the embryonic cells and whatever gradients of metabolites exist there, they play a role in the process of cellular association. 3'6.9-11 Postulates Relating to Specific Cell Attachments.
(1) Cell populations tend to arrange themselves so as to achieve a minimum of total interface energy.
In accordance with the introductory comments, we may assume that the morphological layout of different types of cells at that early mobile state, i.e., before cells are irreversibly lodged in one or another of the organs, would be determined so as to minimize that arrangement's energy.'2 The different types of cells might be labeled "type A," "type B," etc., and it would be the number of cellular contacts of type AA, BB, CC, AB, BC, CA, etc., which would determine that energy, as each type of contact has a characteristic interface energy. (An arrangement of two pairs AA and BB is, if London-van der Waals interactions prevail, preferable to an arrangement of two pairs AB and AB; therefore, similar cells tend to group themselves together: this is a phenomenon which has been established by beautiful experiments too.2 The energy would be calculated like that of an aggregate of drops of different nonmixing liquids A, B, . . . with differences in interface tensions AA, BB, AB, AMedium, etc. We may note that the entropy of mixing of cells is really negligible compared with the interaction energy of multitudes of surface molecules A of one cell with the corresponding molecules B of an adjacent cell.
(2) In the early embryological development of an organism, the spacial arrangement of the different types of cells (arrived at through preceding differentiation), i.e., the morphogenesis of the organism, is uniquely determined by all aspects of differentiation among that population of cells. In the early stages of embryonic development, cells may try out various rearrangements; morphogenetic movements in gastrulation optimize cellular arrangements through massive folding processes. Even though, in these processes, different pathways may be taken (in an undisturbed or even in a slightly disturbed development), the resulting structure is a definite one.'2 Uniqueness is understood as referring to distribution of cell types, not of individually labeled cells.
If the aggregation of cells into an embryonic structure were a process resembling a crystallization starting from a single seed, then a "right-handed" association of, for example, four cell types in a tetrahedral arrangement, would trigger the development of a right-handed full structure, but an equally probable lefthanded association of four (or more) cell types would start a left-handed structure. (A "right-handed association" means an association corresponding to some region in the right half of the embryo.) As we have, however, to take into consideration that the appropriate cellular aggregation at a particular phase of natural development, or the reaggregation of a mixture of disarrayed embryonic cells, is expected to be simultaneously initiated at many different loci of what corresponds to the future embryonic structure, there will be many right-handed starts and many left-handed starts. These then may fit together into larger groupings of cells, some right-handed, some left-handed, and eventually into a full embryo. (The aggregation processes need to be discussed in more detail in terms of progressive differentiation and interaction." 2) This means that because such right-handed starts are as good as left-handed ones by reason of cellular interface energy, what develops is neither a right half embryo nor a left half embryo, but both [or perhaps, under special conditions (compare below), multiples of them"l'0]. The developing structure will contain both levo and dextro parts, and thus be unique in the sense of not admitting an accidentally alternative development.
(3) We may now temporarily make a third postulate: every cell of the early developing embryo may be potentially symmetric, bilaterally or centrally, i.e., the cells themselves have no intrinsic handedness; they are able to adopt any shape. By "potential symmetry" of a cell we understand that such cell may, by deformation, be made congruent to its mirror image as regards its outer shape and its eventual chemical surface pattern, whereas a cell with intrinsic handedness might not be pushed into mirror congruence. Highly differentiated cells, in particular at a later stage of embryonic development, might be structuralized in a "handed" way, so as not to ever adopt their mirror form. Also, in asymmetic snails, the early cell divisions exhibit spiral cleavage; the lack of bilateral symmetry of the snail cells becomes therefore obvious. Cells of simple organisms, in particular single-cell organisms, often violate postulate 3. Bilateral symmetry theorem: The first and second postulates imply that for the most advantageous arrangement of cell types A, B, C, D, etc., which constitute an early embryo (cells with corresponding types of surface molecule layers on the cell surfaces), these cell types arrange and group themselves into a particular pattern; the energy of that arrangement is determined by the manifold of all nearest-neighbor cell pairs. A rotation or a translation of the embryo as a whole would not change any of the intercellular distances, and we assume for the present simplified description that the implanation of the embryo into its surroundings is such that a rotation of the embryo does not bring about any noticeable change to the set of cells.
Under the explicit conditions of the three postulates, one finds that apart from any "rotated embryo" which, of course, also represents a structure satisfying the minimum principle, there will be also a mirror image structure for that minimum energy principle, because for a mirror arrangement all the interdistances of cell types A, B, C, etc., are the same as for the original arrangement, all the details of interface contacts are also the same as for the original arrangement, and the mirror images of individual cells are congruent (after application of a deformation) with the original cells because they have no intrinsic handedness by postulate 3. Accordingly, using the original cells, we can build a mirror image of the original arrangement; for the two mirror-related arrangements the same energy prevails. Note that a mirror image is equivalent to an image obtained by inversion with respect to a point, and a rotation. Also, any plane of symmetry is equivalent to any other plane of symmetry, apart from a rotation and translation.
Suppose now, for a moment, that the arrangement of cellular types A, B, C, D, etc., which satisfied the minimum energy condition and was thus favorable had no bilateral symmetry. Then there would be, under the conditions of the postulates, a different, a mirror (also minimum) structure which would be obtained from that arrangement by a reflection (or inversion), apart from, possibly, an unimportant rotation and translation. But the existence of a second, different minimum energy arrangement would contradict the second postulate that the structure be unique. In other words, the denial of accidental development, in particular of accidental levo or dextro development (postulate 2), makes asymmetric morphogenetic developments impossible if the conditions of the third postulate prevail. If the individual cells are handed, this argument for bilateralism breaks down in general.
Accordingly we have to look for satisfactory cellular arrangements with the simplest and for those with more complex spacial symmetries. It might be noteworthy to remark that, given the total set of cells, arrangements subject to any supplementary condition of symmetry are usually energetically less favorable than an arrangement of absolutely lowest energy otherwise might be. Imposition of such supplementary condition on comparison functions in the calculus of variations often eliminates the otherwise lowest minimum function. We therefore should go only step by step, starting with looking for the simplest symmetries first.
As we can always build a mirror image of the embryo which then has the same interface energy, we may conclude from postulate 2 that a mirror image of the embryo should be congruent with the embryo itself; the same holds accordingly for an inversion image. (The notion of "congruence" implies that the relative spacial arrangements of cell types of these two embryos coincide.) If an organism to which all three postulates apply has a right-handed component part, then there should be, on the same organism, a corresponding part with lefthandedness which is formed along with it. This is an "as well as," not an "eitheror" situation according to the second postulate.
An embryo could satisfy this condition by having (apart from higher symmetries to be discussed below) either a plane of symmetry or a center of symmetry, i.e., being bilaterally symmetric or symmetric under inversion at the origin. This alternative would look, for the bilaterally symmetric case, like a pair of praying hands; for the centrally symmetric case, like a right hand trying to shake hands with a left hand. In the former arrangement identical cells on the two sides of the symmetry plane of the praying hands lie side by side, and this is energetically favorable compared with the centrally symmetric case where dissimilar cells would have to lie side by side.
Appendix. Higher symmetries: Consider possible axes of n-fold rotational symmetry of the embryo, i.e., symmetries in addition to reflection or inversion which the embryo might have. Usually the minimum, under such additional constraints, implies configurations which do not reach the absolute minimum energy obtained without constraints for the reason given in the preceding paragraph. So one may usually not encounter higher symmetries in complex organisms. Exceptions to this may be found in species of low organization. An aggregate of only two different cell types, imbedded in a medium, may even settle on an arrangement of full spherical symmetry. Species of low organization might take advantage of a multitude of symmetry planes in that on both sides of these planes identical cells meet as nearest neighbors.
The argument of this paper in some respects reduces the problem of bilateral symmetry of animals to the problem of potentially bilateral symmetry of cells, viewed from the point of view of their surface form and surface chemistry. The cells are also apt to lose their potential symmetry with the on-going process of differentiation. What the conditions are which make a cell handed or not is a separate issue."3 So is the issue of handedness of amino acids and of nucleic acids. In plants we would have difficulty applying postulate 1, which implies high mobility of cells, nor could we apply postulate 3. Lastly, a remark about Darwin's selection principle.4 By virtue of certain advantages which a symmetric organism may have over asymmetric ones, selection evidently plays a role in the question of the establishment of bilateral symmetry. This is an entirely different aspect of the problem and should be complementary to the present molecular physiochemical discussion (compare also J. D. Bernal"3) .
Detailed description of the symmetries:'4 In the context of this paper we consider transformations (i.e., reflections or inversions, rotations, and translations) applied on an embryo E which leave all relative distances between different cell types of that embryo unchanged. When we try to build another embryo, starting locally, by packing cell types appropriately next to cell types so that different types show the same interdistances as those of the original embryo, it becomes evident that a mirror embryo of same cell-type interdistances can also be put together; an inversion with respect to a point amounts to the same as a mirror, apart from a rotation. This mirrortransformed embryo is supposed to be congruent to the original embryo. Let us ignore the irrelevant translations.
We accordingly have in the manifold (group) of transformations (1) the rigid body rotations R. Any rotation written as a 3 by 3 orthogonal matrix has a positive determinant. (2) A reflection at a plane (a plane which passes through the center point) is equivalent to an inversion J at the center point and a rotation of 1800 about an axis perpendicular to that plane. Reflection and inversion have negative determinants, and we may use either reflections or inversions for the discussions in this chapter. To use inversions J is, however, more convenient: an inversion makes a simultaneous transformation x -x, y -y, z -z, i.e., it has the 3 by 3 transformation matrix = -1 times the unit matrix. It therefore commutes with any rotation RI which simplifies matters.
Let us now study transformations J which are supposed to make the transformed embryo JE congruent to the embryo E; JE is an arrangement of cell types which is then identical with the arrangement RE, where R is an appropriately chosen rotation. This means that the cell types A, B, C, D ... of JE are then located at the same positions as are the cell types A, B, C, D, respectively, of RE. "Cell types" means that cells of the same type A are considered as indistinguishable objects.
We study congruence transformations of negative determinants, i.e. transformations containing a reflection (or an inversion). More precisely, a reflection (inversion) applied to the embryo E is supposed to bring about an embryo which is congruent to E. JE is thus to be a cell type arrangement identical with RE (but this is certainly not the case if E were designating the actual cells in their arrangement, considered as individualized cells, as defining the embryo). Therefore, R-'JE, as concerns the cell types, is to be identical with E: we call this the "embryo condition." This means that R-kJ should be one of the symmetry elements T admitted by the embryo's form (considered as built from a variety of cell types, the cells, however, not being individualized). This embryo condition is to be satisfied with an appropriately chosen R. (R-'J is of course not the unit transformation because it has a negative determinant.)
What can we conclude about Ty i.e., about R-', from this embryo condition? That condition implies that if we apply T = R'-J twice on E, this will result again in an image which is identical with E, but this time it is not a mirror-type image of E. So it can only be E itself or a rotated E with its cells considered as individualized objects; the "rotated" E" means a rotation symmetry element P of the embryo, applied on E. Indeed T2E = R-1JR-1JE = R-1R-'JJE = R-1R-'E = PE. In the often prevailing circumstances that the embryo has no rotational symmetry, P = I, i.e., the unit transformation, R-I is therefore either I or a C2 (which denotes a twofold symmetry axis) so that the embryo's symmetry T = R-'J is either J or a C2J, i.e., the embryo has either central or bilateral symmetry.
Without the assumption (P = I) of absence of rotational symmetry of the embryo, one cannot, in general, come to the same conclusion. The simplest counterexample is T = C4J (P = T2 = C2), i.e. the Abelian group generated by Ty i.e., by a rotation of 90°a nd an inversion. It satisfies the embryo condition but contains neither bilateral nor central symmetry; indeed, none of the group elements Ty T2, T3, T4 is C2J or is it J.
On the other hand, however, T = C6J (P = T2 = 03) contains bilateral symmetry: T8 = C2J; so also does T = C0oJ (P = T2 = 05): T5 = C2J; etc.
The combinations of inversion with rotations are the groups of improper rotations which are beautifully discussed by H. Weyl."4 The above discussion may accordingly be said to state that the symmetry T = J or T = C2J admitted by the embryo is one of the simplest improper rotation symmetries. Considering, on the other hand, those symmetry groups which contain several symmetry planes, they have occasionally the advantage of bringing similar cell types together as near neighbors, a circumstance which might, in the case of simple organisms, even outweigh the obvious disadvantage which a higher symmetry like T = C6J implies: that it subjects the embryo configuration to the supplementary conditions of rotational symmetry. Additional symmetries, as previously mentioned, when imposed on a given set of cells, usually impose additional constraints on the possibilities of arrangements of cell types and thus narrow the manifold of arrangements available from which to choose the one with minimum energy.
Note on the molecular basis of specific attachment :15-7 In papers on London-van der Waals charge fluctuation forces,'0 we considered the problem of finding the molecular mechanism responsible for specific mutual attachment of two chain molecules made of two identical sequences of apolar side chains. Consider two identical sequences of apolar side chains, one of the two attached to the macromolecules on the surface layer of one cell, the other attached to the surface layer of a neighbor cell of similar type, the corresponding side chains of the two 'sequences lying next to each other. An arrangement in which pairs of such identical side chain sequences come to so associate is energetically preferable to a pairing of any other, different pair of side chain sequences. This may give a natural explanation of why similar cells tend to associate as nearest neighbors. This mechanism might also apply to situations in which static electric (polar) interactions are neutralized by gegenions. It is to be noted that H. J. Muller'8 and F. Haurowitzl8 first pointed to the importance of highly specific attachment of similar cytological and molecular structures in connection with specificity. In particular, Muller referred to the specific pair-association of homologous chromosomes during synapsis and inverted synapsis in meiosis"9 and
